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SesSion TitleS

God | Faith iS a QuesT

Religion | SpiRituality iS NoT enough

JesuS | The RevoluTioN of love

SalvaTioN | abundaNt life Now

CRoSs | where God iS

bible | a book like No other

ChuRCh | aN imperFeCT family

abouT these JourNal Pages 
Welcome to animate! This Journal is designed to accompany you on your 
journey through this session. Flip through the pages, jot notes, sketch 
ideas, and make it your own. This is your journal and you get to decide 
when to stop and linger and when to keep moving.



what images 

of god have 

you�let�Go�of?

what images of 

god resonate 

wIth�you?

more brian trivia; 
+    brian was a college english  

professor when he and his wife  
started a church in their living room.

+    that church became cedar ridge 
community church and brian was 
their pastor for nearly 20 years.

+    lives on marco island in florida  
where he raises dozens of exotic 
tortoises in his backyard

+    released an album of original music 
called “learning how to love” in 1978.

+    ba and ma in english from 
university of maryland

brian’s books:

+   a  new kind of christian

+    a generous orthodoxy

+    everything must change

+    naked spirituality
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brian mclaren grabbed 
the attention of 
disenchanted christians 
with his book A New Kind 
of Christian (2001). later, 
in 2005, he was named 
one of time magazine’s 
25 most influential 
evangelicals in america. 
brian’s influence has 
been the result of his 
willingness to admit 
that he isn’t always 
sure about his faith 
and that he usually 
has far more questions 
than answers.
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the trinity is a great example of how 
complicated it can be to answer the question 
“who�Is�God?”�

the doctrine of the trinity isn’t really in the 
bible—there we find the seeds if this idea. but 
early christians needed ways to talk about 
god being the baby in the manger, the breath 
of life, and the creator of the universe. 

by the 5th century, we had a doctrine of the 
trinity, but it’s a concept many of us still have 
a hard time understanding.

“in our efforts to make sense of god, 
brian suggest that we have pushed 
ourselves onto two islands:

on one, we gather around an image of god  
as a fortress, our strength and shield.  
god is our rock—solid, unchanging, steady.

on the other, we find ourselves hovering 
around a floating castle on a cloud, where god 
is foggy and speculative. god is everywhere 
and nowhere. god is unknowable, mystical, 
and far outside of human experience.”
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